
Madam's 4121 

 

  Chapter 4121 Your cousin is coming to live 

 

   "You won't make your cousin unhappy, will you?" 

 

  The reason why their family can stand out from the many Nan family members is that Nan Tianyi 

valued them and appointed them as the future successors. 

 

  Essentially, they are still not the direct descendants of the Nan family, but they are luckier than the 

general side branches. 

 

  He has reasoned with his son countless times on this point. 

 

   It’s just that Nanling is too young and full of youthful vigor, and Nanling is calmer than his peers, so 

he is always better. 

 

  He could tell that Nanling was very rebellious towards these old families. 

 

  Father Nan has not found a good opportunity to have an in-depth talk with him, except for 

exhorting him more often. 

 

   "Come and sit." 

 

  Father Nan called him over, and asked the servant to serve two cups of coffee. 

 

  Wait for the servant to bring the coffee and put it on the tea table in front of them. Father Nan 

looked at the white smoke rising, and then his eyes fell on Nan Ling. He said, "What's the matter with 

you? Didn't I tell you, don't make your uncle unhappy?!" 

 



   "I didn't..." Nanling couldn't lift her head up after being trained, more because of her disobedience 

and impatience. 

 

  Father Nan's face was serious and his eyes were sharp: "Then why did you come back at this time?" 

 

  He knew the personalities of Nan Tianyi and Xie Tingyun, and it was absolutely impossible not to 

keep Nan Ling for dinner. 

 

  Nan Ling had no choice but to tell the whole story of what happened that night, but he didn't 

explain it too carefully, and only vaguely said that Nan Tianyi might have asked him to leave first 

because of Ji Nan. 

 

  Father Nan was silent for a long time after listening, then picked up the coffee, and said to him 

meaningfully: "Nan Ling, you are different from Shao Ji." 

 

   Nan Ling obviously couldn't sit still when he heard this, so he quickly looked at him, and forcefully 

suppressed the urge to get up, forced himself to sit on the sofa and lowered his head. 

 

  He seems to be acquiescing to his father's words. 

 

  But his straight back and the bulging veins on his forehead protested silently, expressing his 

dissatisfaction in his heart. 

 

  Father Nan was chosen by Nan Tianyi from a group of Nan family members. How could he be a 

mediocre person? One can see through his inner thoughts at a glance, but because his son is getting 

older, he doesn't educate his children like he educates minors. 

 

  So Nan's father could only soften his tone and said: "Tomorrow I will look for your cousin, and you 

also remember to apologize to him next time you meet Ji Shao." 

 

   "..." Nan Ling's neck stiffened when he heard the word apology. 

 



"Anyway, you are all friends playing in the same circle. Ji Shao is the sole heir of the Ji family. I think Ji 

Huang means that he will take care of the family in the future. I don't need to talk to him about the 

relationship here. Have you analyzed it?" 

 

  After Nan Ling listened, he couldn't say no more, his voice was hoarse and reluctant: "I know." 

 

  Father Nan nodded in satisfaction: "It's good to know." 

 

   Immediately seeing Nanling's embarrassed face, he pointed to the coffee on the coffee table and 

said, "Okay, drink some hot coffee to keep warm, and the little things you mentioned can be resolved." 

 

  Nan Ling obediently picked up the cup, blew on the heat, and took a sip of the coffee, but hadn't yet 

tasted the coffee beans. 

 

  I heard the sound of footsteps at the stairway. 

 

   Then there was the surprised voice of his mother: "Son, you are back." 

 

   Nan Ling had no choice but to put down the cup, his temples were swollen, and before his mother 

rushed over, he found a topic to divert her attention. 

 

   "I heard there are guests coming at home?" 

 

  Mother Nan really looked at the guest room on the second floor. The servants were still coming in 

and out for cleaning. She was in a good mood, so she turned around and told Nan Ling. 

 

   "Just your cousin." 

 

   "Cousin?" 

 

  Nan Ling didn't remember it for a while. 



 

   

 

  Chapter 4122 Nanling wants to move out 

 

   Nan's mother blamed and stared at him: "You don't even remember your sister Li Mo? It's the 

daughter of your little uncle's eldest brother. Do you remember?" 

 

Nan Ling didn't remember who it was, but when she heard her mother mention her aunt, and then 

heard that she was not her cousin, but a relative of her uncle's family, she couldn't help showing a 

serious expression, and said seriously, "Mom, since she's not a relative , don’t take people home.” 

 

   "Why aren't you a relative?" Mother Nan pouted unhappily, "You should still be called my cousin." 

 

  She is more than ten years younger than Nan's father, and has always been favored by Nan's father 

as a half-daughter. Nan Ling has been fascinated by her since she was a child, and she is also very good 

to her mother. 

 

  That's why Nanmu has a little girl-like personality when she is in her early forties. 

 

  Nan Ling didn't want to argue with her: "You have to call her to live at home, and I'll stay outside for 

a few days, and come back after she leaves." 

 

   "What do you mean, I told you to take Li Mo for a stroll, you won't even go home!" Nan Mu was 

really upset. 

 

  Father Nan stopped in time: "Okay." 

 

  Although Nanmu is used to directing at home, she still habitually listens to her husband’s advice in 

her private heart, and subconsciously shuts her mouth and looks over. 

 



Father Nan said to her with a gentle expression: "What Nan Ling said is also reasonable. He is an adult, in 

his twenties, and Li Mo is also about the same age, and she is still a girl. It's okay if the two are related 

by blood, but the two People are not related by blood. Living under one roof is really easy for people to 

gossip." 

 

   "They are all relatives..." Mother Nan wanted to say something else. 

 

  Father Nan raised his hand to interrupt her: "When Li Mo comes, you can just go shopping with her, 

don't call Nan Ling." 

 

  Seeing her husband's resolute attitude, Nan's mother realized that her husband would not change 

his mind, so she rushed forward angrily and continued to stare at the servant to renovate the guest 

room. 

 

Nan's father didn't care about her, and turned around and said briefly to Nan Ling: "I heard that the Li 

family has encountered some troubles recently, and they haven't escaped yet. This time, Li Mo came to 

play with your aunt. It's nothing in itself, just leave Relatives. But it is really inconvenient for you to be 

an adult man at home, I will tell your mother well later, you try to avoid suspicion, if you can't avoid it, 

do whatever you want, she is also your cousin." 

 

  Nan Ling heard the deep meaning in his words, and nodded seriously: "I understand." 

 

  Something happened to Li's house, Li Mo didn't stay at home and ran to her own house. 

 

   Except for Nan's mother, I am afraid that anyone with a brain can sense something. Nan's father 

didn't point out that he wanted to save face for his wife. 

 

  But he didn't want Li Mo to get entangled in his house either. 

 

   Living in Nanling is the best way for the time being. 

 

   "By the way, Ji Shao, remember to find time to apologize." 

 



  Nan Ling's expression quickly faded: "Okay." 

 

Nan's father thought about it and said: "And the oriental man you mentioned...Since Ji Shao values him 

and is Ji Shao's friend, don't worry about his character, whether he is bragging outside that he has rare 

earth mines, and have **** with him first. Good relationship, even if you don't make friends, don't find 

enemies for yourself." 

 

   "I see." Nan Ling couldn't accept his father's philosophy of life that no one should offend, and felt 

that it was too cowardly. 

 

  He came back feeling unhappy, so he just sat down for a while, got up and said to Father Nan: "I'll 

go and pack the clothes I need to wear first." 

 

   "Go." 

 

  Father Nan saw that he was already impatient, so he didn't force him to stay. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4123 The old hag has stopped a lot recently 

 

   Nanling got up and went to his bedroom to take away the underwear that he would wear for a 

while after moving out, pulled up the suitcase, talked to his parents, and left the house. 

 

  Mother Nan complained: "I told you I'm a cousin, you two father and son have to be so strange, I'll 

be embarrassed when Li Mo and the others come!" 

 

  Father Nan didn't seem to hear her complain, got up and walked to the study: "I still have a video 

conference, go there first." 

 

   "Just know how to run!" 

 



  Mother Nan gave him a sideways look, regardless of their father and son. 

 

  I called a few brands that I usually like to shop, and asked the manager to send some sets of 

seasonal clothes, and asked for a few sets of skin care products. 

 

   Get everything in order. 

 

  She went to take a bath for beauty treatment. 

 

  ** 

 

   At the same time, on the other side, the dinner in Chenyuan was coming to an end. 

 

  Feng Yu and Shi Fu and other older generations stopped their chopsticks long ago and sat there 

drinking tea. Only Xue Zhu and Shen Qingfeng were left to keep their spirits up, eating and chatting 

there. 

 

  Qiao Nian almost put down his chopsticks, leaned back on the chair to rest, and took a look at Ji Nan 

and the others chatting. 

 

  Shen Qingfeng was talking about the overseas financial situation. 

 

  Ji Nan is very interested in this topic, and has already joined in and chatted with him several times. 

 

  The two of them were having a hot chat, but they still didn't forget to ask Ye Wangchuan to ask him 

what he thinks of the recent bank turmoil in M state. 

 

  Shen Qingfeng believes that the turmoil is only temporary and will not affect the overall financial 

situation. 

 



  Ji Nan is relatively pessimistic, thinking that the turmoil in the banking and financial situation in M 

state is very likely to pull the global finance into a depression era. 

 

  Both wanted to know what Ye Wangchuan thought, they stared at him in unison, waiting for him to 

speak. 

 

  Qiao Nian supported his chin with one hand, and sat leaning there, with interest in his black eyes, 

watching someone's answer with great interest. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan felt that she was looking at him, took the teacup with his slender hand, poured a cup 

of warm white water calmly and handed it to Qiao Nian. 

 

   Then he raised his eyelids, and faced Ji Nan and Shen Qingfeng calmly. 

 

   "I have no opinion." 

 

   "呿." 

 

   Ji Nan was obviously dissatisfied. 

 

  Shen Qingfeng restrained a little, his warm face was filled with fleeting disappointment. 

 

  Even Ji Lingfeng, who was talking to Feng Yu, noticed the topic of these young people, and 

inadvertently looked in their direction. 

 

   YouQi paused for two seconds on Ye Wangchuan's face. 

 

  Ji Nan did not give up: "You have no opinion on the financial situation in M State?" 

 



  Ye Wangchuan has a straight nose and thin lips, and black eyes as deep as inkstones. It's hard to see 

what's in his eyes: "The financial turmoil in State M depends on when that Smith Bank wins the 

shareholders." 

 

He also poured himself a cup of tea, and the curl of smoke enveloped his wide browbones, making his 

demeanor even more clear: "She has extraordinary means, control the situation as soon as possible. 

Then tell Shen Qingfeng about this financial turmoil It's just a temporary crisis." 

 

"Conversely, it's the situation you said." Ye Wangchuan looked at Ji Nan who was in deep thought, and 

his thin lips curled up frivolously: "By means of that person, this time is probably only a temporary crisis, 

as for the future... it depends on what she will do next How are you going to stabilize the situation?" 

 

  Even Ji Lingfeng and Feng Yu were attracted by their words. After they listened carefully, they both 

frowned and worried flashed in their eyes. 

 

  The Smith Bank... is Nian Nian's grandmother. 

 

   This is a secret well known to most of the people present. 

 

  They almost forgot the existence of Nie Qingru. 

 

  Nie Qingru has lost her status as a queen and became an elder of the Privy Council for more than 

half a month. The troubles in her body have continued, and it seems that they have subsided a lot. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4124 Nan Tianyi apologizes to Sister Nian 

 

  But both Feng Yu and Ji Lingfeng have been with Nie Qingru before, and they understand that 

character very well, and they will not give up until they achieve their goals! 

 

  Nie Qingru suffered a big loss, it is impossible not to fight back. 



 

   It means that they will be in the light for a long time, and Nie Qingru will be in the dark. No one 

knows when she will choose to attack Qiao Nian. 

 

  … 

 

  Because Nie Qingru was involved in the topic that Ji Nan and the others unintentionally chatted 

about, no one was interested in eating, so Feng Yu took the lead and said that it was almost time to 

leave. 

 

   A group of people came out of the hotel and met at the door. 

 

  Qiao Nian was one of the few people in the group who was not affected by Nie Qingru's mood. She 

came down quite early, and Feng Yu and Ji Lingfeng were still walking and talking behind. 

 

  Because she has retired for many years, Nan Tianyi is not clear about many things that are 

happening in Independent Island at this stage, so she walks ahead and comes out early. 

 

  He saw the girl standing alone waiting below, and said to Xie Tingyun: "Wait here for me, I will have 

a word with Niannian." 

 

   "Go." Xie Tingyun patted his arm very gently. 

 

  Nan Tianyi touched her Rouyi with his backhand, patted her softly twice, smiled at her, then let go, 

and walked towards Qiao Nian. 

 

   "Nian Nian." 

 

  Qiao Nian was waiting for Ye Wangchuan to come out. After waiting for a few minutes, when he 

was bored, he took out his mobile phone and started playing to pass the time. 

 



  She saw Nan Tianyi walking in front of her who obviously had something to say, turned off the half-

playing Xiaoxiaole, put the phone in her pocket, stood sideways facing him, and waited for his words 

with cold eyes. 

 

  Nan Tianyi has never been shy, so he roughly explained to her the misunderstanding tonight, mainly 

talking about the relationship between Xia Nanling and them. 

 

   "...I don't know what happened to him this time. In my impression, he is a sensible child, but this 

time I am very embarrassed." 

 

  Nan Tianyi apologized to her: "Nian Nian, I'm sorry, I didn't think carefully this time. If it's 

convenient for you, please convey my apology to Young Master Ye." 

 

   "When you are busy and free during this time, come to the manor for dinner. Aunt Xie and I will 

cook some delicious dishes in person. There are many organic vegetables grown by ourselves at home, 

which taste good and are healthy." 

 

  Qiao Nian understood the reason why he came to talk to him, and said politely: "This matter has 

nothing to do with you." 

 

  Her attitude is very clear. 

 

   Nanling is Nanling. 

 

  Nan Tianyi is Nan Tianyi. 

 

   She doesn't confuse the two. 

 

   What Nan Ling did had nothing to do with Nan Tianyi. 

 

   "As for the person you mentioned..." Qiao Nian remembered his contemptuous attitude towards 

Ye Fanchuan, and a burst of surlyness and irritability subconsciously welled up in his heart. 



 

  She forcibly suppressed the uncomfortable feeling, and her brows were much colder: "I will most 

likely not have any intersection with him again. It's just a stranger, it's nothing." 

 

   "Sigh." Nan Tianyi sighed, he had already guessed this would be the result, and did not force Qiao 

Nian to make friends with Nan Ling for his sake. 

 

"He...Because of me, he was strictly required by the family since he was a child, and he has a pampered 

personality. He is a little confused in judging people, and he is not mature enough. In short, I am also 

responsible for this incident. No matter what, Niannian, you help me bring my apology to Ye Shao, 

Nanling's side... what he does is his own responsibility, and I won't interfere." 

 

Qiao Nian raised his hand and pulled down his peaked cap to cover his eyes: "I won't have any contact 

with him again, and there are no consequences. He just said a few words of his own thoughts, and we 

just disagree and don't conspire with each other. " 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4125 Zhai Xicheng arrives at Independence Island tonight 

 

  She didn't have so much energy to teach Nan Ling a lesson. 

 

  For people like Nan Ling, since he looks down on them, then everyone should not play together. 

 

   This is enough to teach him a lesson. 

 

  Nan Tianyi understood what she meant, and wanted to apologize to her several times, but Feng Yu 

and the others just came down, and he didn't find a suitable opportunity. 

 

  So he just gave up his thoughts temporarily, and patted the **** the shoulder instead: "Come to 

the manor for dinner another day." 

 



"kindness." 

 

  Qiao Nian agreed, as she said, she didn't put Nan Ling's behavior and Nan Tianyi's anger together, 

just the same attitude as usual. 

 

  Nan Tianyi felt more and more guilty, but now Feng Yu and the others had come over. 

 

  Feng Yu greeted him carelessly: "What are you two talking about, standing for so long." 

 

  Nan Tianyi couldn't bring up Nanling's matter again, so he said, "It's nothing, just ask Niannian to eat 

at my place." 

 

   "Oh." Feng Yu didn't ask much, and immediately turned to ask Qiao Nian: "How are you going to go 

later? Why don't you take my car." 

 

  At this moment, a low-key Mercedes-Benz stopped in front of everyone, and the window was rolled 

down, revealing Gu San's young face. 

 

   "Miss Qiao." 

 

  He saw his master belatedly. 

 

   Gu San didn't think there was anything wrong with calling Qiao Nian first, and called Ye Wangchuan 

again with a straight face: "Master Wang, I'm here." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan apologized to Shi Fu who was still following him, and said to Feng Yu, Ji Lingfeng and 

others: "Our car is here. Sorry, let's go first." 

 

  Feng Yu waved his hand: "Okay, you go first, our car is coming soon." 

 



  Both Feng Yu and Ji Lingfeng have their own drivers. The driver parks the car in the underground 

garage, and he himself is waiting in the car to be summoned. 

 

   It will come out in three to five minutes at most. 

 

  Qiao Nian was not shy, turned around and talked to the others, then opened the rear door, bent 

over and sat down, opened the car window, lowered the peaked cap, and said calmly to everyone: "I'm 

leaving first." 

 

   "Goodbye." Feng Yu smiled. 

 

   Shen Qingfeng and several young people stood behind him, Xue Zhu also waved to Qiao Nian, and 

said "see you tomorrow" with his mouth. 

 

  When Qiao Nian received her 'signal', she curled her lips into a smile, and then turned her eyes to 

the middle-aged man with a sickly complexion not far away. 

 

  She only glanced at it, then looked away, as if it was just a casual glance, and when the car window 

was rolled up, Qiao Nian took out her mobile phone from her sweater, found Jinan's WeChat, bowed her 

head and edited the message and sent it. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan saw her sending a message when he came up, respected who she was sending the 

message to, closed the car door, and told Gu San to go back. 

 

  The black Mercedes slowly drove into the night. 

 

   After Qiao Nian finished sending the message, he caught a glimpse of the man sitting next to him 

out of the corner of his eye. After thinking for a moment, he said without knowing why, "I asked Ji Nan 

to come to my place tomorrow to take some small pills back." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan put his hands on his knees, his face was extremely prosperous, he turned his head to 

look at the sound, his deep eyes could see ripples, like stars falling into his eyes. 

 



  Hooked her hand and folded her fingers. 

 

   "No accident, Zhai Xicheng will arrive in Independence Island tonight. Where do you plan to settle 

him?" 

 

  He paused, and then said: "Yaomen has several underground dungeons, you can lock him in there 

before you find a suitable place." 

 

  Yaomen is of course doing legitimate business. 

 

   It can be said to be ugly. 

 

  Independent Continents, Illegal Regions, these names are not places that pay attention to legal 

rules, and it is difficult to survive here without some means. 

 

  Yaomen naturally has its own way of survival. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4126 Sister Nian: Can you still walk upright at the age of 70? 

 

   "I heard that the person who quickly stabilized the situation in the bank has also gradually adapted 

to her new identity. She has attracted many people in the Privy Council. When she catches her breath, 

she will definitely find Zhai Xicheng." 

 

  Qiao Nian leaned on the back of the chair very impatiently: "Is there something wrong with the 

minds of the people in the Privy Council?" 

 

  Nie Qingru is no longer the queen of the hermit family, what are those people who still surround 

her thinking? 

 



  She could only think of one possibility. 

 

"It's still said that people from the Hermit Family have lived in a corner for a long time, and they all 

habitually take it for granted. They don't think that Nie Qingru has the possibility of returning to the 

position of queen!" Otherwise, she couldn't figure out what those people were planning. what good. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan looked deeply into her eyes: "Now M state is spreading rumors about your 

relationship with her..." 

 

  Qiao Nian frowned, and immediately reacted. 

 

   "Tsk." She was probably manipulated by Nie Qingru to smile, she raised the corners of her mouth, 

and licked her dry lips. She had a rebellious and surly smile on her face, but the smile didn't reach her 

eyes. 

 

"I thought she didn't want to face the shame of me in her whole life. I didn't expect that one day she 

would admit my existence... The things in this world are really dramatic, but I don't know if she admits 

that I am related by blood. I feel like my blood is dirty." 

 

  Nie Qingru doesn't like to act like she's covering her nose in extreme disgust, bossing her and 

accusing her and Ji Qing that they shouldn't have come to this world. 

 

   Said that they have the dirtiest blood in the world flowing. 

 

   Said they were gutter rats only fit to live in the dark. 

 

  She will take advantage of these people she despises, while using this relationship to enjoy benefits. 

While sneering, he put himself in a higher position and stood on the moral high ground to PUA others. 

 

She can. 

 

   Really good enough! 



 

  Qiao Nian thought that she had been trained by these people long ago, and would not be easily 

affected by them, but the sense of violence that surged up at this moment broke her perception. 

 

   She didn't care as she imagined. 

 

   At least in Nie Qingru's performance that broke the bottom line again, she was deeply disgusted. 

 

   "She just likes that you won't come forward to refute, so she is confident." Ye Wangchuan gently 

squeezed Qiao Nian's index finger. 

 

   There was a numb, numb feeling from the fingers, like being pecked, one after another, very light 

and gentle, it was hard to ignore the existence. 

 

  Qiao Nian's perturbation around her body dissipated a lot, but she was still in a bad mood visible to 

the naked eye. She tilted her head and leaned on the back of the chair, watching the light and shadow 

outside the car window float into her pupils. 

 

   "Ji Qing was used by her until her death. After her death, she also took advantage of the fact that 

she did not hesitate to sacrifice her only daughter for the sake of the hermit family and successfully 

became the queen." 

 

   "Speaking of it, what she's doing now is just the same as back then." 

 

  There was no smile in Qiao Nian's eyes, only endless indifference. 

 

   "It's a pity that I am not Ji Qing, and I have never regarded her as a relative." 

 

  So Nie Qingru wants to use himself to make wishful thinking, but I'm afraid it will come to nothing. 

 

  Because she will not cooperate with the performance. 



 

  She logged into the INS account she hadn't used for a long time, and the last one was still on the 

World Medical Forum journal claiming her paper. 

 

  Qiao Nian's fingertips were slightly cold, and he turned out the official ins of Smith Bank very dryly, 

without any nonsense, directly asked the other party. 

 

  QN: At 70 years old, you still can’t learn to walk upright, right? @smithbank 

 

  After she finished posting this post, Qiao Nian went offline without caring about the sensation it 

would cause. 

 

   

Chapter 4127: Let Nie Qingru be embarrassed 

   But at the same time, she already has a lot of domestic fans on her Instagram, and it's rare to see 

an idol's update, and when she clicks in, she sees such a post that cuts the head and tail. 

 

   Many people are curious about the gossip. 

 

   After coming and going, the traffic tilted to Qiao Nian's updated ins, and more people noticed this 

ins, and they all guessed the meaning of it. 

 

  Smith Bank is definitely a financial giant in State M, and the CEO behind this financial giant is said to 

be a 70-year-old woman. 

 

  This financial tycoon is very low-key. Most people only know that her family belongs to a veteran 

aristocrat, and she has not revealed much personal information so far. 

 

   Qiao Nian's INS undoubtedly smashed the veil of mystery of this financial giant, and even many 

people in M state became addicted to it. 

 

  ** 



 

  The next morning. 

 

  Joe read early in the morning. 

 

  When she got up, Gu San hadn't gotten up yet. 

 

  Only Ye Wangchuan was reading a magazine on the sofa in the living room. Seeing her coming down 

the stairs, she got up and walked towards the kitchen: "Wait for me, I'll make you breakfast." 

 

  He stopped at the door, turned around and asked the girl, "What do you want to eat?" 

 

  Qiao Nian grabbed his hair, pulled the dining table and chairs and sat down casually, thought for a 

while and said, "Fried eggs with soy milk." 

 

   "Okay." Ye Wangchuan went back to the refrigerator and took out the eggs, and said to her, "Five 

minutes, you can play games." 

 

   "Yeah." Qiao Nian propped his chin on his elbows, his half-closed eyes revealed the sleepiness of 

not waking up, and the blue-black under the eyelids showed that he didn't sleep well last night. 

 

   Actually she didn't sleep well last night. 

 

  After returning from Chenyuan, Qiao Nian built an AI experiment program on the computer, input 

several sets of data given to her by Master Cheng, and used the computer 3D simulation experiment to 

analyze the results several times. 

 

  Computers are much faster than humans. 

 

   But after all, it is a super 3S level experiment, even using AI program to do simulation analysis took 

a lot of time. 



 

  Qiao Nian turned off the computer at three in the morning and went to bed. 

 

  Fall asleep at five o'clock. 

 

  It's 7:30 now. 

 

   It is equivalent to that she only slept for two and a half hours last night, and it is normal for her to 

wake up in the morning in a bad mood. 

 

  … 

 

  Ye Wangchuan said 5 minutes, and sure enough, he only spent 5 minutes to make the breakfast 

that Qiao Nian wanted to eat, put it in front of the girl, and poured her a cup of hot soy milk along the 

way. 

 

  There is a lot of milk at home. 

 

   Soy milk is relatively small. 

 

   Fortunately, Gu San belongs to the character of an old woman who likes to prepare a little bit of 

everything. There are soybeans brought from Beijing in the refrigerator. You only need to use a juicer to 

squeeze them out and heat them to boil. 

 

  Qiao Nian held a fried egg in his mouth, and skillfully added sugar to the soy milk. 

 

  She adds a lot. 

 

  It took three spoonfuls of sugar before stopping. 

 



   Then Qiao Nian took a bite of the fried egg, stirred the sugar evenly with a spoon, and took a sip of 

hot soybean milk from the glass. 

 

  The warm and sweet soy milk rolls into the stomach, which relieves a lot of stomach discomfort 

caused by staying up late. 

 

   Qiao Nian's expression relaxed, and his mood improved. 

 

  While eating breakfast, he said to him: "I'm going to stay in the First Research Institute today, and I 

may not come back until evening. You don't need to worry about me at noon. I'll tell you when the 

evening is over." 

 

"good." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan agreed very naturally, and gave her a piece of paper to wipe her mouth and put it 

where Qiao Nian could reach it, it was extremely delicate. 

 

  Of course Qiao Nian noticed this detail out of the corner of his eye. After eating the breakfast he 

made in two or three bites, he wiped his mouth, pulled away the chair and stood up. 

 

   "I'm going to wash up." 

 

"Um." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan followed her and got up to pack the cups and saucers, familiarly making Qiao Nian 

feel guilty. 

Chapter 4128: Miss Nian ran away after flirting 

  She walked out a few steps and then turned back, staring at someone's beautiful lips, licked her lips 

and said, "I haven't brushed my teeth yet." 

 

   "Huh?" Ye Wangchuan raised his eyes subconsciously, but didn't react. 

 



  Qiao Nian had already stood on tiptoe and smacked his mouth, quickly parted ways, took two steps 

back and turned to sneak upstairs to the room: "I'll go up first~" 

 

  She ran so fast that she didn't give him time to react. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan could only watch her back, raised his hand to touch his kissed lips, lowered his eyes 

and smiled: "It still... tastes like fried eggs." 

 

  ** 

 

  When Gu San came over, Qiao Nian had already gone to the First Research Institute. 

 

   Gu San didn't know. After tidying up the living room a little, he was ready to put on his apron and 

go to the kitchen to prepare breakfast: "Master, what would Miss Qiao want to eat in the morning? How 

about I prepare toast + sausage salad." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan saw that he was busy going to the refrigerator to get ingredients, and called to him: 

"No, she's already eaten, and she's not at home now." 

 

   "Ah." Gu San turned around with the lettuce in his hand, with a confused look on his face: "Miss 

Qiao went out?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan picked up the half-read financial magazine in the morning and put it back in the 

drawer: "Well, she left half an hour ago, she is busy." 

 

  Gu San had no choice but to put the lettuce back, and asked him dumbly: "What do you want to eat 

in the morning, Mr. Wang, I'll make it for you." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan raised his eyebrows and looked at him, as if he wanted to ask him why he put the 

salad lettuce back. When the words came to his lips, he thought of the soft kiss in the morning, and sat 

down on the sofa in a happy mood: "Fried eggs." 

 



   "..." 

 

   "By the way, get me a cup of soy milk." 

 

   It was the first time Gu San heard that he wanted to eat such a weird breakfast. Didn’t Wang 

usually eat sandwiches with American coffee? 

 

  With a puzzled face, he said oh, found the ingredients from the refrigerator, and silently went into 

the kitchen to make breakfast. 

 

  During the few minutes when he went in to make breakfast, Ye Fanchuan took the notebook and 

put it on his lap, turned on the computer, and was about to start a video conference with Beijing City. 

 

  The phone placed on the sofa buzzed and vibrated. 

 

   Out of the corner of his eye, he caught a glimpse of the caller ID on it. It was a number in 

Independent State, and he had saved his name. The three words Daniel jumped. 

 

  He raised his hand to pick up the phone, remembering that this person was Ji Nan's friend, closed 

his eyes and picked it up. 

 

"Hello." 

 

   Voice is low. 

 

  The voice is clearer and more beautiful. 

 

  The man on the other end of the phone struggled to say in his substandard Chinese: "Hi, Young 

Master Ye. Do you remember me? It's me, Daniel." 

 

  Ye Wang Chuan sat on the sofa, bluntly said: "What do you want from me?" 



 

  Daniel smiled and said, "It's not an important thing either." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan waited noncommittal for him to finish, leaned over and took a sip of the coffee on 

the coffee table. 

 

Sure enough, seeing that he didn't answer, Daniel said awkwardly: "Yesterday, you and Ji Nan had an 

appointment at night, and everyone didn't have a good time. Today, I'm the host and invited a few 

friends over. If you have time, come out and play together." Play." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan put the cup back, with slender fingers, clear phalanges, smooth and beautiful hands: 

"Sorry, I may not be free." 

 

"Don't." Daniel didn't expect him to refuse, and he said nonchalantly: "That's right, my friend also has 

rare earth resources. I thought you both have rare earths, so I don't want to introduce you to each 

other? If you Come here if you’re not too busy, it’s where it was yesterday.” 

 

  Ye Wangchuan heard 'rare earth', paused for a moment, and became a little interested: "Oh? He 

also has rare earth?" 

Chapter 4129: The person who really wants to treat guests is Nan Ling 

   "Well, I don't have to lie to you." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan looked at the time, it was almost 8:30, and it was still early, so he asked, "What time 

is the appointment?" 

 

  Daniel breathed a sigh of relief, and said briskly: "Twelve o'clock. Come out to play together. It's not 

good to just play and not eat. Let's have a meal together by the way." 

 

  Joe couldn't read back at noon today. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan's expression was still slack, and he said, "I'll try my best to go there." 

 



  Although he didn't give the exact words, everyone in the social field understands that these words 

are almost equivalent to agreeing. 

 

  Daniel immediately smiled and said, "Then I'll send you the location." 

 

"Um." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan rested the computer on his lap, leaning lazily on the sofa: "Hang up." 

 

  Daniel on the other end said a few more polite words, Ye Fanchuan hung up the phone, narrowed 

his eyes slightly, and a deep meaning flashed in his eyes. 

 

  Rare earth? 

 

  He heard Feng Yu bring up the topic yesterday, Qiao Nian seemed to be looking for rare earth 

resources. 

 

  He has some rare earths in his hand, but in Beijing City and F Continent, it is more troublesome to 

transport them to Independence Continent. Naturally, it is best to solve this problem locally. 

 

   This is also the main reason why he let go of his promise. 

 

  ** 

 

  At 10 o'clock in the morning, Daniel called Nanling. 

 

   "The person you asked me to date, I can help you out." 

 

"Thanks." 

 



   "Mr. Nan remembers what he promised me. It was you who pestered me and insisted on asking me 

out. You must not have conflicts with them when the time comes, otherwise it will be difficult for me to 

be in the middle..." 

 

  He remarked on the ugliness up front, so as not to cause everyone to fall out afterwards. 

 

"I think he is good. Except that he is not from Independent Continent, this person is quite my temper. I 

also said yesterday that we will be friends in the future. Since he is my friend, I don't want to say too 

much. At least you don't think that he is not It’s not nice and disrespectful for people in Independent 

Island to say these things.” 

 

   "Okay, I see." It was the first time Nan Ling saw him talking so much, and even brought up some 

sensitive topics, which reminded him of yesterday's unpleasant experience. 

 

  Nan Ling interrupted him, and said, "I owe you a favor this time, just talk to me next time if you 

need it." 

 

  Daniel clicked his tongue, and said without a formal expression: "Then I can thank Nan Shao." 

 

  But in his heart, he disapproved of the temper of a young master like Nan Ling. 

 

  If Ji Nan told him this today, he might take it seriously. 

 

   After all, the only son of the Ji family, the heir of Gen Hongmiaozheng. 

 

  Can Nanling... 

 

  Who in their top circle doesn't know the situation of Nan's family, if Mrs. Nan is young and injured 

and unable to conceive, and Nan Tianyi loves his wife like his life, and refuses to have children with 

others. 

 

  Nan Ling is not even qualified to set foot in their circle. 



 

   Now, relying on Nan Tianyi's blue eyes, he reluctantly stepped into their circle. For the sake of the 

Nan family, everyone turned a blind eye to his situation. 

 

   Nanling himself was a bit confused, and often put on a posture similar to Ji Nan's in front of them, 

sometimes even higher than Ji Nan's. 

 

   A very confused person. 

 

  However, Daniel has always been sophisticated, and he would not easily offend anyone. In addition, 

there is a Nan family behind Nanling, and he asked him to come to him. He is just doing favors. 

 

  It doesn't matter what Nanling likes to say, the important thing is that Nanling remembers him to 

help this time. 

 

  As for Ye Wangchuan... 

 

  Daniel also struggled for a moment, not sure what the origin of Ji Nan's friend was, but he thought 

that Nan Ling didn't offend him. 

Chapter 4130: Dress in the same style as Miss Nian 

  He was in the middle of the match, and a bunch of us made an appointment to have a meal and get 

to know each other. It seemed nothing to make up for yesterday's shortcomings. 

 

  He finally agreed. 

 

   "In short, let me remind you again, Shao Nan, that is Shao Ji's friend, and I like him very much, and 

we may cooperate in the future. Pay a little more attention, and don't be late at noon again!" 

 

"Know." 

 

  Daniel was half relieved after getting his assurance, so he told him where to eat, and then hung up 

the phone first. 



 

  … 

 

   Nan Ling hung up the phone, and drove back home. 

 

  He left in a hurry yesterday. He only took a few changes of clothes and forgot to take the laptop 

away. He didn’t take it when he needed to use it at night, which made him unable to deal with a lot of 

work yesterday. 

 

  Nan Ling had to go back early in the morning to get it. 

 

   Originally, this was just a small episode. 

 

  He took his laptop and left. 

 

  Who knew that as soon as he came back, he bumped into a visitor at home. The aunt who hadn't 

seen him for a long time pulled him enthusiastically, looked up and down, and turned to talk to his 

mother: "This is Nanling, right?" 

 

   "Yes." Mother Nan covered her mouth and smiled lightly, and she didn't forget to introduce to Nan 

Ling: "Nan Ling, this is your aunt." 

 

  Song Ya touched her nephew's arm, and praised: "In a blink of an eye, he has grown so big! I 

remember the last time I saw him, he was only this tall." 

 

  She gestured for the location, probably on the chest. 

 

  Mother Nan couldn't help squinting her eyes and said with a smile: "What you said was ten years 

ago." 

 

  Nan Ling was dragged by her, and while listening to the two of them chatting, he felt a terrible 

headache and his ears were buzzing. 



 

  He gently pushed his aunt's hand away, kept a gentleman's distance, and said to his mother: "Mom, 

I'm going up to get something." 

 

   Song Ya was a little embarrassed to be pushed away, she smiled, and couldn't say anything. 

 

  Mother Nan glared at her son, knowing his character, and her husband told her again last night not 

to bother Nan Ling with the matter of bringing guests. 

 

  She had no choice but to smooth things over with a smile and changed the subject. 

 

  Nan Ling took the opportunity to go upstairs. 

 

  Before he was about to go up, he passed by a young girl and was instantly attracted by her. 

 

  The girl is probably in her early twenties. 

 

   These are not the point. 

 

  The key point is the dress of the other party, and it makes people feel very similar to the girl he met 

at the rooftop restaurant on the top floor of Chenyuan last night. 

 

   That kind of glance even has a feeling of being fake. 

 

  However, when he came back to his senses a little, he could see the gap in details between the two 

with a closer look. 

 

  For example, this girl looks a few years older. In addition, she looks casual. In fact, from the sweater 

to the hat, and the canvas shoes on her feet, the logo can be seen everywhere. 

 



  It was different from the person he met yesterday. 

 

  At that time, the girl was also dressed casually. It could be seen that the clothes on her body were 

of good quality, but the brand logo was not visible anywhere on her body. 

 

  It just makes people feel that what she wears is comfortable, and doesn't make people think about 

words such as expensive and famous brands. 

 

   There is one more difference. 

 

  The person he met last night was very close. With a man's gaze, he could tell that the person had no 

makeup on and should be without makeup. 

 

   But the one who passed by him, her face is very makeup, just the lip gloss on her lips, it doesn't 

match her casual and lazy body. 

 

  Nan Ling only glanced at it, then nodded politely to the other party when he realized it, and went up 

to get things. 

 

  * 

 

   Seeing this scene, Song Ya quickly pulled the young girl who came back, and said to Mother Nan, 

"Look at me, I haven't had time to introduce Momo to Nanling yet." 


